5 steps to an effective digital workplace

Ensure productivity everywhere.

With a Cisco network you have the confidence that the right people have the right access to the devices, applications and information they need, when they need it. It means your teams are connected, secure and productive. So they aren’t slowed down and have time to focus on innovation.

“Since implementing our Cisco network and applications, the whole dynamic of the company has changed. People are working in different ways. Things are being done faster and on time. It’s been an absolute transformation.”

– Kristian Elmore ICT Director, Robert Heath Heating

Keep everyone and everything connected.

We make it easy with our high-performance, reliable and affordable Cisco switches, routers and wireless products. Solutions that fit together, meet your current and future needs, and won’t let you down.

“Cisco helps us scale our solutions and networks for things we haven’t even thought of yet, while taking advantage of new technologies.”

– Simon Furber, network and data centre manager, Brunel University

Provide mobility as standard.

Today everyone expects the same level of flexibility, availability and service at work that they get with their personal devices. With Cisco Wi-Fi you get enterprise-level quality and mobility that are simple to install and manage. At prices to fit your budget.

“Cisco helps us scale our solutions and networks for things we haven’t even thought of yet, while taking advantage of new technologies.”

– Simon Furber, network and data centre manager, Brunel University

Bake-in security at every level.

To help you have the best possible security, we build it into the network. Helping you to better detect threats, reduce risk and contain the impact of threats if they happen. And so you don’t need to simply rely on a perimeter firewall.

“Since implementing our Cisco network and applications, the whole dynamic of the company has changed. People are working in different ways. Things are being done faster and on time. It’s been an absolute transformation.”

– Kristian Elmore ICT Director, Robert Heath Heating

Be prepared for the future.

With the pace of digital change, you need the right network in place to be competitive and keep ahead. And innovate. We can help you build a network to operate more efficiently, gain revenue and improve your business results.

“The right choice for your business Let’s connect. Learn more about how you can create a digital workplace for innovation with Cisco solutions for smaller sites.
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1. Ensure productivity everywhere.

2. Keep everyone and everything connected.

3. Provide mobility as standard.

4. Bake-in security at every level.

5. Be prepared for the future.
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